








































Product Presentation – Air coolers
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Features
» Air Delivery – 3900 m3/Hr
» Honey Comb Cooling Pad
» Manual Display Panel
» 4 Way Air Deflection
» 3 Speed Control
» 5 Leaf Non Corrosive Fan Blade
» Sturdy Caster Wheels
» Inverter compatible
» Water Level Indicator

Desert Coolers



Product Snapshot



Smart Features

         Honey-Comb Pads 
                   Supports balanced cooling in a room. They are low on  maintenance      

               & anti-erosive, ensuring long life. 

 Auto Fill  
 Filling tank is always a hassle for everyone, so we come up with Auto Fill function.  

It allows user to fill water tank automatically by attaching cooler via a hose to a direct water supply 

         Inverter Compatible  
  Stay cool even without electricity. This cooler can easily run on inverter when there is an 

electricity cut.



Unique and Stylish New Design

Sunflame Aeromax desert cooler comes in unique and stylish design 
for a  premium look and feel. Its unique design features makes it look 
elegant  and alluring. It comprises of sober combination of cool grey 
and white colour  to blend into any home décor.

Stylish looking control knobs

This desert cooler comes with a new stylish and unique looking 
control  knobs, designed keeping in mind the contrast and 
combination of  colours. The cooler with its design definitely makes 
it stand out amongst  others.

Smart Features



Larger tank capacity for longer cooling

This cooler comes with 55 litres and 95 litres gross capacity for a 
longer  duration of cooling. With larger tank capacity you continue 
cooling the  room temperature for a longer period without taking 
tension of refill  during the summers.

Auto-fill Tank for tension free refill

When the water tap is directly connected to Auto-fill function, it 
helps to  refill the cooler tank continuously without taking tension to 
close the tap  or filling it manually. It saves time and also conserves 
the water from  getting wasted.
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Castor Wheels with stand for ease of movement

Castor wheels eases relocation and transition of cooler from one 
place to  another. The stand gives the balance and strength and 
also adds up  beauty which makes it a design rich product.

Tall Height Air Cooler 

Tall Desert coolers are designed to keep you comfortable by 
providing airflow at the seated level. They come in large capacities 
and thus provide uninterrupted supply of cool air for longer periods
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